University Medal in Biology
Faiza Siddiqi, Ashley Smith
University Medal in Marine Biology
Shana Watanabe
Hugh P. Bell Scholarships
Faiza Siddiqi, Ashley Smith, Nicole Alcolado
B’nai B’rith Prize
Allison McFadden-Berean, John O’Brien
David Andrew Dougall Memorial Bursaries
Anna Elliott, Tom Hargadon, Silka Stewart, Timothy Bethune, Joshua Amiel
David Durward Memorial Prize
Jessica Arbour
Alex Graham Memorial Award
Angela Young
Gary Hicks Memorial Award
Anna Elliott, Chris McCain
Sarah Lawson Scholarships
Elisabeth Scaiff-Oakham, David Sauerteig
Jerome, Christina Lord, Kendra
Jesse Kelly
Ming Fang Li Memorial Prize
Jessica Arbour, Joshua Gillis
Shao Hua and Wen Hsiang Yoh Prizes in Biology
Joshua Amiel
Developmental Biology Award
Brin Jones, Adam Cook
Teaching Assistants Awards
Elisabeth Scaiff-Oakham , Langer
Lorne O. L. Titus Scholarships in Biology
AstraZeneca Scholarship
Ashley Smith